1. The future of From Home: Touring Booths
Concept:
The Touring From Home Photo Booth - a portable audio-visual
booth showing the From Home archive as an art piece and VR
experience (where headsets are possible to use). The installation can
also capture individuals’ stories of home, so these can be added to
the project or be used to create a piece specific to the location where
the booth is placed.
A touch screen menu invites the participant to listen to and watch
stories of home and then record their own, if they wish. Recordings
will be audio only, along with a snapshot or avatar.





Emphasis on the private space, a voluntary confessional
space
Takes listening project concept and goes much further
Ideal for museums, galleries, libraries and events
Customisable for projects in different communities, collecting voices from many places

Features:
 6 ft x 3 ft fabric cabins, printed on lightweight panels with textures, with a design that speaks of
‘home’ while also inviting in the way of a fairground booth, fun snapshot booth, etc.
 Built to be easily sanitised between uses for Covid safety.
 On the screen, the participant could create ‘layers’ of home from a palette of textures and images,
that could serve as triggers to producing an audio entry.
 Possibility of creating a print-out in colour of the participant in the ‘composite home’ environment
they have chosen
 Built in GDPR-compliant consent form
This concept can be scaled up or down to make a row of booths at event or festival spaces, and is also ideal
as the entrance point or exit point of future From Home events.

From Home Photo Booth mobile app
Concept:
An app version of the physical booth, with greater ease of uploading and customising on participants’ own
devices.
Features:
 Customisable interactions where participants can easily upload backgrounds, sound recordings,
images and text
 Built-in GDPR-compliant consent form

